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Abstract 
Recently, several works in the domain of natural language 
processing presented successful methods for word embed-
ding. Among them, the Skip-Gram with negative sampling, 
known also as word2vec, advanced the state-of-the-art of 
various linguistics tasks. In this paper, we propose a scala-
ble Bayesian neural word embedding algorithm. The algo-
rithm relies on a Variational Bayes solution for the Skip-
Gram objective and a detailed step by step description is 
provided. We present experimental results that demonstrate 
the performance of the proposed algorithm for word analogy 
and similarity tasks on six different datasets and show it is 
competitive with the original Skip-Gram method. 
1    Introduction and Related Work   
Recent progress in neural word embedding methods has 
advanced the state-of-the-art in the domain of natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) (Pennington, Socher, and 
Manning 2014; Collobert and Weston 2008; Mnih and 
Hinton 2008; Mikolov et al. 2013; Vilnis and Mccallum 
2015; Zhang et al. 2014). These methods attempt to learn a 
low dimensional representation for words that captures 
semantic and syntactic relations. Specifically, Skip-Gram 
(SG) with negative sampling, known also as word2vec 
(Mikolov et al. 2013), set new records in various linguistic 
tasks and its applications have been extended to other do-
mains beyond NLP such as computer vision (Frome, 
Corrado, and Shlens 2013; Lazaridou, Nghia, and Baroni 
2015) and Collaborative Filtering (CF) (Barkan and 
Koenigstein 2016; Barkan, Brumer, and Koenigstein 
2016). 
 In this paper, we propose a scalable Bayesian neural 
word embedding algorithm that in principle, can be applied 
to any dataset that is given as sets / sequences of items. 
Hence, the proposed method is not limited to the task of 
word embedding and may be applicable to general item 
similarity tasks as well. We provide a fully detailed step by 
                                                 
 
step algorithm, which is straightforward to implement and 
requires negligible amount of parameter tuning. 
 Bayesian methods for words representation are proposed 
in (Vilnis and Mccallum 2015; Zhang et al. 2014). Differ-
ent from these methods, we propose a Variational Bayes 
(VB) (Bishop 2006) solution to the SG objective. There-
fore, we name our method Bayesian Skip-Gram (BSG). 
 VB solutions provides a stable and robust behavior that 
require negligible effort in hyperparameter tuning (Bishop 
2006). This is in contrast to point estimate solutions that 
are more sensitive to singularities in the objective and of-
ten require significant amount of hyperparameter tuning. 
 While the SG method maps words to vectors, BSG maps 
words to densities in a latent space. Moreover, BSG pro-
vides for a confidence level in the embedding and opens up 
for density based similarities measures.  
 Our contribution is twofold: first, we derive a tractable 
(yet scalable) Bayesian solution to the SG objective and 
provide a detailed step by step algorithm. Secondly, we 
propose several density based similarity measures that can 
be investigated in further research.   
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
overviews the SG method. In Section 3, we provide the 
mathematical derivation of the BSG solution. In Section 4, 
we describe the BSG algorithm in detail. In Section 5, we 
present evaluations on six different datasets, where we 
show that in most cases BSG outperforms SG. 
2   Skip-Gram with Negative Sampling 
SG with negative sampling is a neural word embedding 
method that was introduced in (Mikolov et al. 2013). The 
method aims at estimating words representation that cap-
tures semantic and syntactic relations between a word to its 
surrounding words in a sentence. Note that SG can be ap-
plied with hierarchical softmax (Mikolov et al. 2013), but 
in this work we refer to SG as SG with negative sampling. 
The rest of this section provides a brief overview of the SG 
method. 
 Given a sequence of words 1( )Li iw =  from a finite vo-
cabulary 1{ }li iW w == , SG aims at maximizing the fol-
lowing objective 
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( )miu U∈ ⊂ ℝ  and ( )miv V∈ ⊂ ℝ  are latent vectors that 
correspond to the target and context representations for 
the word iw W∈ , respectively. {1,..., }WI l≜  and the 
parameter m  is chosen empirically and according to 
the size of the dataset. 
    Using Eq. (2) is impractical due to the computational 
complexity of ( | )j ip w w∇ , which is linear in l  that is 
usually in size of 5 610 10− . 
2.1   Negative Sampling 
Negative sampling (Mikolov et al. 2013) is introduced 
in order to overcome the above computational problem 
by the replacement of the softmax function from Eq. (2) 
with                                               
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where ( ) 1/1 exp( )x xσ = + − , N  is a parameter that 
determines the number of negative examples to be 
sampled per a positive example. A negative word kw  is 
sampled from the unigram distribution raised to the 
3/4rd power 3/4 ( )
unip w , where ( )unip w  is defined as the 
number of times w  appear in the entire corpus divided 
by the total length (in words) of the corpus. This 
distribution was found to outperform both the uniform 
and unigram distributions (Mikolov et al. 2013). The 
latent representations U  and V  are estimated by 
applying a stochastic gradient ascent with respect to the 
objective in Eq. (1). 
    It is worth noting that some versions of word embed-
ding algorithms incorporate bias terms into Eq. (3) as 
follows  
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These biases often explain properties such as frequency 
of a word in the text (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 
2014; Mnih and Hinton 2008) or popularity of an item 
in the dataset (Paquet and Koenigstein 2013). In this 
work, we do not use biases, since in our initial experi-
ments their contribution was found to be marginal. 
2.2   Data Subsampling 
In order to overcome the imbalance between rare and 
frequent words the following subsampling procedure is 
suggested: Given the input words sequence, we discard 
each word w  in a sentence with a probability 
( | ) 1 / ( )p discard w f wρ= −
  where  ( )f w  is the fre-
quency of the word w  and ρ  is a prescribed threshold. 
This technique is reported to accelerate the learning 
process and improve the representation of rare words 
(Mikolov et al. 2013). 
2.3   Word Representation and Similarity 
SG produces two different representations iu  and iv  for 
the word iw . In this work, we use iu  as the final repre-
sentation for iw . Alternatively, we can use iv , the addi-
tive composition i iu v+  or the concatenation 
TT T
i iu v  . 
The last two options are reported to procure superior 
representation (Garten et al. 2015). The similarity be-
tween a pair of words ,
a bw w  is computed by applying 
the cosine similarity to their corresponding representa-
tions  ,
a bu u  as follows 
( , )
T
a b
a b
a b
u u
sim w w
u u
= . 
3   Bayesian Skip-Gram (BSG) 
As described in Section 2, SG produces point estimates 
for U  and V  . In this section, we propose a method for 
deriving full distributions for U  and V (in this paper, 
we use the terms distribution and density interchangea-
bly). We assume that each target and context random 
vectors are independent and have normal priors with a 
zero mean and diagonal covariance with a precision 
parameter τ  as follows 
:Wi I∀ ∈  
1( ) (0, )
ii u
p u N Iτ −=
 and 1( ) (0, )
ii v
p v N Iτ −=
 . 
Note that different values of τ  can be set to the priors 
over U  and V . Furthermore, these hyperparameters 
can be treated as random variables and be learned from 
the data (Paquet and Koenigstein 2013). However, in 
this work, we assume these hyperparameters are given 
and identical. 
    We define ( )iC w  as a multiset that contains the 
indices of the context words of iw  in the corpus. Let 
{( , ) | ( )}P iI i j j C w= ∈  and {( , ) | ( )}N iI i j j C w= ∉  be the 
positive and negative sets, respectively. Note that PI  is a 
multiset too and NI ’s size might be quadratic in the 
vocabulary size l  . Therefore, we approximate NI  by 
negative sampling as described in Section 2.1. 
   Let  and define , where 
 is a random variable 
                       .  
Then, the likelihood of ijd  is given by 
( | , ) ( )Tij i j ij i jp d u v d u vσ= . Note that when applied to mul-
tisets, the operator ∪  is defined as the multiset sum and 
not as the multiset union.  
   The joint distribution of ,U V  and D  is given by 
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3.1   Variational Approximation 
We aim at computing the posterior ( , | )p U V D . How-
ever, a direct computation is hard. The posterior can be 
approximated using MCMC approaches such as Gibbs 
sampling or by using VB methods. In this work, we 
choose to apply VB approximation (Bishop 2006), 
since it was shown to converge faster to an accurate 
solution, empirically.  
    Let U Vθ = ∪ , VB approximates the posterior 
( | )P Dθ  by finding a fully factorized distribution 
1
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l
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i
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that minimizes the KL divergence (Bishop 2006)  
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To this end, we define the following expression: 
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where the last transition in Eq. (5) is due to the fact q  
is a PDF. By rearranging Eq. (5) we get the relation 
( )( ) ( | ) log ( ) ( )KLD q p D p D L qθ θ = − , where we notice 
that log ( )p D  is independent of q . Hence, minimizing 
( )( ) ( | )KLD q p Dθ θ  is equivalent to maximizing ( )L q . 
It was shown (Bishop 2006) that ( )L q  is maximized by 
an iterative procedure that is guaranteed to converge to 
a local optimum. This is done by updating each of 'q s  
factors, sequentially and according to the update rule 
                ( )\* exp [log ( , )]i uiu qq p D constθ θ= +E            (6) 
where the update for *
iv
q
 is performed by the replace-
ment of iu  with iv  in Eq. (6). 
    Recall that the term ( , ) ( , , )p D p U V Dθ =  in Eq. (6) 
contains the likelihood ( | , )p D U V  from Eq. (4), which 
is a product of sigmoid functions of U  and V . There-
fore, a conjugate relation between the likelihood and 
the priors does not hold and the distribution that is im-
plied by 
\
[log ( , )]
uiq
p D
θ
θE
 in Eq. (6) does not belong to 
the exponential family. 
    Next, we show that by the introduction of an addi-
tional parameter ijξ  we are able to bring Eq. (6) to a 
form that is recognized as the Gaussian distribution. 
    We start by lower bounding ( | , )p D U V  using the 
following logistic bound (Jaakkola and Jordan 1996): 
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from (7) to log ( | )p D θ we get 
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By using Eq. (8) we bound ( )L q  as follows 
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Furthermore, it was shown (Jaakkola and Jordan 1996) 
that the bound in Eq. (6) is tight when 
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jv q jvµ Ε≜  and the last transition in Eq. (9) 
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holds since iu and jv  are independent. By assuming 
diagonal covariance matrices, the term var( )Ti ju v  in Eq. 
(8) is computed by 
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Finally, by combining Eqs. (9) and (10) we get 
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Therefore, instead of maximizing ( )L q  we can maxim-
ize ( )L qξ  and this is done by replacing the term 
log ( , )p Dθ from Eq. (6) with log ( , )p Dξ θ as follows 
               ( )\* exp [log ( , )]i uiu qq p D constθ ξ θ= +E .       (12) 
By applying the natural logarithm to Eq. (12) we get 
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Note that in the last transition in Eq. (13), all terms that 
are independent of iu are absorbed into the const  term. 
    By inspecting Eqs. (13) and (14), we see that *
iu
q is 
normally distributed with the natural parameters                               
1
i iu u
P −= ∑
 (the precision matrix) and 
i i iu u u
r P µ= (the 
means times precision vector). Note that the computa-
tion of *
iv
q ’s parameters is symmetric. Moreover, since 
the updates for 1{ }i lu iq =  depend only on 1{ }i lv iq =  and vice 
versa, they can be performed in parallel. This gives an 
alternating updates scheme that is embarrassingly paral-
lel and (under the assumption of constant dataset) guar-
anteed to converge to a local optimum (Bishop 2006): 
First, update all 1{ }i lu iq =  (in parallel), then update all 
1{ }i lv iq =  (in parallel) and repeat until convergence. 
3.2   Stochastic Updates 
Due to data sampling, the effective dataset changes be-
tween the iterations and the optimization becomes sto-
chastic. Since we do not want to ignore the information 
from previous steps, we need to figure out a way to 
consider this information in our updates. A common 
practice is to apply updates in the spirit of the Robbins-
Monro method (Robbins and Monro 1951). This is per-
formed by the introduction of an iteration dependent 
variable ( )kβ  that controls the updates as follows 
                     
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1)(1 )
i i i
k k k k
u u uP P Pβ β −= + −                   
                     
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1)(1 )
i i i
k k k k
u u ur r rβ β −= + − . 
In practice, this means that during the runtime of the 
algorithm we need to keep the results from the previous 
iteration. 
    Robbins and Monro showed several conditions for 
convergence, where one of them states that ( )kβ  needs 
to satisfy: 
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To this end, we suggest to use ( )k k γβ −= with a decay 
parameter 0.5 1γ< ≤  as this ensures the conditions in 
(15) hold. We further suggest to set ( ) 1kβ =  for the first 
few iterations, in order to avoid too early convergence. 
Specifically, in our implementation, we did not perform 
stochastic updates in the first 10 iterations. 
4   The BSG Algorithm 
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the 
BSG algorithm that is based on Sections 2 and 3. The 
algorithm is described in Fig. 1 and includes three main 
stages. The first stage is an initialization, then the algo-
rithm iterates between data sampling and parameter 
updates till a convergence criterion is met or number of 
iterations is exceeded. In what follows, we explain each 
of these stages in detail. 
4.1   Stage 1 - Initialization 
The algorithm is given the following hyperparameters: 
the input text T  (set of senstences), target representa-
tion dimension m , the number of maximum iterations 
K , the maximal window size maxc , the negative to 
positive ratio N ∈ℕ , the subsampling parameter ρ , a 
stopping threshold ε , the decay parameter γ  and the 
prior precision parameter τ . As described in Section 3, 
different values of τ can be learned for U  and V , 
however in our implementation, we chose to use a 
unique parameter τ . 
In this stage, we further need to determine the effective 
set of words W to learn representation for. This can be 
done by considering all words in the data that appear 
more than a prescribed number of times, or by consid-
ering the l  most popular words. In this work, we stick 
with the latter. Then, every word w W∉  is discarded 
from the data (step 1). 
Step 2 initializes the target distributions 
1{ , }i i
l
u v iQ q q ==  parameters. Specifically, the means are 
drawn from the multivariate standard normal distribu-
tion and the covariance matrices are set to identity. 
In step 3, we compute 
unip  according to the descrip-
tion in Section 2.1, then we raise it to the ¾ rd power.  
    Step 4 updates k  and K  according to κ . This en-
sures the stochastic updates are not performed in the 
first κ  iterations. 
4.2   Stage 2 – Data Sampling 
At the beginning of every iteration, we subsample the 
data (step 5.1) as described in Section 2.2. Then, we 
follow the description in Section 3: for each instance of 
the word iw  in T , we sample a window size c   from 
the uniform discrete distribution over the set max{1,..., }c  
and consider the c  words to the left and to the right of 
iw  as context words for iw . This results in a multiset 
( )iC w  that contains the indices of the context words of 
iw  (an index may appear multiple times). Then, we 
create a positive multiset of tuples 
{( , ) | ( )}P iI i j j C w= ∈  (step 5.3). 
Next, for each tuple ( , ) Pi j I∈  we sample N  negative 
examples ( , )i z  such that ( , ) Pi z I∉ . A negative word zw  
is sampled according to 3/4 ( )
uni zp w . We further update 
, , , ,
i j zu v v ij izI I I d d  accordingly (step 5.4).  
 An alternative implementation of step 5.4 is to save 
for each tuple a counter for the number of times it ap-
pears. This can be done by maintaining dictionary data 
structures that count positive and negative examples. 
This avoids the need of maintaining 1{ , }i i
l
u v iI I =  as mul-
tisets (list data structures) and replace them with set 
data structures. 
4.3   Stage 3 – Parameter Updates 
In this stage, we update the parameters of the distribu-
tions 1{ , }i i
l
u v iQ q q == . The updates are performed first 
for 1{ }i
l
u iq =  (step 5.6) and then for 1{ }i
l
v iq =  in a symmet-
ric manner (step 5.7). Moreover, each sequence of up-
dates is performed in parallel. Note that step 5.6.1 in-
volves the computation of ijξ , ( )ijλ ξ  and [ ]Tq j jv vΕ  that 
are given by Eqs. (11), (7) and (14), respectively. 
    Due to data sampling the dataset is changed per it-
eration. Therefore, we apply stochastic updates (step 
5.6.2). The stochastic updates are performed starting 
from the iteration 1κ + . This is ensured by step 5.5. 
    A crucial point to notice is the computation of the 
mean and the covariance: first, we compute the covari-
ance matrix by the inversion of the precision matrix 
(step 5.6.3). This is performed by using Cholesky de-
composition. Then, we extract the mean (step 5.6.4). 
Finally, we set all the off diagonal values in 
iu
Σ to zeros 
(step 5.6.5) while keeping 
iu
P as is. 
    The algorithm stops if the convergence criterion is 
met or number of iterations is exceeded (last line). 
4.4   Similarity Measures 
BSG maps words to normal distributions. In this work, 
we choose to use the distributions 1{ }i lu iq =  for represent-
ing words. The similarity between a pair of words 
,i jw w   can be computed by the cosine similarity of 
their means ,
i ju u
µ µ . By using the covariance, a confi-
dence level can be computed as well. To this end, we 
define a random variable Tij i jy u u= . Though the distri-
bution of ijy  is not normal, it has the following mean 
and variance                                        
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Hence, we choose to approximate ijy ’s distribution 
with 2( , )
ij ij ijy y y
N µ σ . Then, 2
ijy
σ−  can be used as a confi-
dence level of the similarity score. 
BSG further enables the applications of other similar-
ity types. For example, we can approximate 
( 1 | )ijp d D=  by approximating the marginalization  
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where 
ijy
µ  and 2
ijy
σ  are given by Eq. (16) and the last 
three approximations follow from the VB approxima-
tion,  Eq. (16) and (MacKay 1992), respectively.  
    Another option is to apply a similarity measure that 
is based on a symmetric version of the KL divergence 
between two multivariate normal distributions 
BSG Algorithm 
Input:  
m
 - target representation dimension 
T  - input text, given as sequence of sequences of words 
τ   - prior precision 
K   - maximum number of iterations 
maxc  - maximal window size 
l
  - number of most frequent words to be considered in the vocabulary 
ρ  - subsampling parameter 
 N  - negative to positive ratio 
κ
 - number of iterations to apply without performing stochastic updates (in the beginning) 
ε   - stopping threshold 
γ    - decay parameter 
Output:  
1{ , , , }i i i i
l
u v u v iQ µ µ == ∑ ∑ - parameters of the distributions 1{ , }i i lu v iQ q q ==  
 
1. Create a set 1{ }li iW w ==  of the l  most frequent words in T  and discard all other words from T . 
2. for 1i ←  to l  
2.1 ~ (0, )
iu
N Iµ , ~ (0, )
iv
N Iµ , 
iu
P I← , 
iv
P I←  
3. Compute 3/4
unip  over W  using T  as described in Section 2.1. 
4. 1k κ← − , K K κ← −  // first κ iterations are performed without stochastic updates 
5. repeat 
  5.1. subT ← Subsample ( T ), as described in Section 2.2 
  5.2. for 1i ←  to l  
     5.2.1. ,
i iu v
I Iφ φ← ←  
     5.2.2. 
i i
prev
u uP P← , i i
prev
v vP P← , i i
prev
u ur r← , i i
prev
v vr r←  // save values from the previous iteration 
  5.3. Create PI  based on subT  as described in Section 4.2   // positive sampling 
  5.4. for ( , )i j  in PI  
    5.4.1. { }
i iu u
I I j← ∪ , { }
j jv v
I I i← ∪ , 1ijd ←   
    5.4.2. for 1n ←   to N  // negative sampling 
  5.4.2.1. Sample a negative word index z  according to 3/ 4 ( )uni zp w  s.t. ( , ) pi z I∉  
  5.4.2.2. { }
i iu u
I I z← ∪ , { }
z zv v
I I i← ∪ , 1izd ← −  
5.5. if 0k >  then k γβ −←  else 1β ←  // stochastic updates condition 
5.6. parfor 1i ←  to l   // parallel for loop 
  5.6.1.  Compute ,
i iu u
P r using Eq. (14) 
  5.6.2. (1 ) , (1 )
i i i i i i
prev prev
u u u u u uP P P r r rβ β β β← + − ← + −  
  5.6.3. 1
i iu u
P−Σ ←  
  5.6.4. 
i i iu u u
rµ ← Σ  
  5.6.5. [ [ ]]
i iu u
diag diagΣ ← Σ  
5.7. Apply a symmetric version of step 5.6 to 1{ }i
l
v iq = parameters 
 until k K>  or 
2
1
i i
l
prev
u u
i
r r ε
=
− <∑  and 2
1
i i
l
prev
v v
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Figure 1: The BSG algorithm 
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Note that the application of the BSG algorithm to gen-
eral item similarity tasks is straightforward. The only 
requirement is that the data is given in the same format. 
Specifically, every sentence of words in the data is re-
placed with a sequence of items. Moreover, if the items 
are given as sets, for each sequence, the window size 
should be set to the length of the sequence. This results 
in a Bayesian version of item2vec (Barkan and 
Koenigstein 2016). 
5   Experimental Setup and Results 
In this section, we compare between the BSG and SG 
algorithms (for SG we used the word2vec1 implementa-
tion). The algorithms are evaluated on two different 
tasks: the word similarity task (Finkelstein et al. 2002) 
and the word analogy task (Pennington, Socher, and 
Manning 2014).  
    The word similarity task requires to score pairs of 
words according to their relatedness. For each pair, a 
ground truth similarity score is given. The similarity 
score we used for both models is the cosine similarity. 
Specifically, for BSG we observed no significant im-
provement, when applying the similarities from Eqs. 
(17) and (18), instead of the cosine similarity. In order 
to compare between the BSG and SG methods, we 
compute for each method the Spearman (Spearman 
1987) rank correlation coefficient with respect to the 
ground truth. 
    The word analogy task is essentially a completion 
task: a bank of questions in the form of ‘ aw is to bw  as 
cw  is to ?’ is given, where  the task is to replace ? with 
the correct word dw . The questions are divided to syn-
tactic questions such as ‘onion is to onions as lion is to 
lions’ and semantic questions, e.g. ‘Berlin is to Germa-
ny as London is to England’.  
    The method we use to answer the questions is by re-
porting the word dw  that gives the highest cosine simi-
larity score between du   and ? b a cu u u u= − +  . For the 
BSG and SG models we used 
iu
µ and iu  as the repre-
sentation for the word iw , respectively. 
                                                 
1
 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec 
5.1   Datasets 
We trained both models on the corpus from (Chelba et 
al. 2014). In order to accelerate the training process, we 
limited our vocabulary to the 30K most frequent words 
in the corpus and discarded all other words. Then, we 
randomly sampled a subset of 2.8M ‘sentences’ that 
results in a total text length of 66M words. 
    The word similarity evaluation includes several dif-
ferent datasets: WordSim353 (Finkelstein et al. 2002), 
SCWS (Huang et al. 2012), Rare Words (Luong, 
Socher, and Manning 2013), MEN (Bruni, Tran, and 
Baroni 2014) and SimLex999 (Hill, Reichart, and 
Korhonen 2015). The reader is referred to the refer-
ences for further details about these datasets. For each 
combination of dataset and method, we report the 
Spearman rank correlation (x100). 
    The word analogy evaluation dataset (Mikolov et al. 
2013) consists of 14 distinct groups of analogy ques-
tions, where each group contains a different number of 
questions. Both models were evaluated on an effective 
set that contains 14122 questions (all questions that 
contain out-of-vocabulary words were discarded). 
5.2   Parameter Configuration 
The same parameters configuration was set for both 
systems. Specifically, we set the target representation 
dimension 40m = , maximal window size max 4c = , 
subsampling parameter 510ρ −= , vocabulary size 
30000l =  and negative to positive ratio 1N = . For 
BSG, we further set 1τ =  , 10κ =  and 0.7γ =  (note 
that BSG is quite robust to the choice of γ  as long as 
0.5 1γ< ≤ ).  Both models were trained for 40K =   
iterations (we verified their convergence after ~30 it-
erations). In order to mitigate the effect of noise in the 
results, we trained 10 different instances of BSG and 
SG and report the average score that is obtained for 
each entry in the tables. 
5.3   Results 
Table 1 presents the (average) Spearman rank correla-
tion score (x100) obtained by BSG and SG on the word 
similarity task for various datasets. Table 2 presents the 
(average) percentage of correct answers for each model 
per questions group on the word analogy task. We see 
that the models are competitive where BSG results in a 
better total accuracy. Examining the results from both 
tables, we notice that in most cases, BSG achieves bet-
ter results than SG. This might be explained by the fact 
that BSG leverages information from second moments 
as well. 
    Comparing our results with the literature 
(Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014; Mikolov et al. 
2013), we see that the scores obtained by both models 
are lower. This might be explained by several reasons: 
First, we use a smaller corpus of 66M words vs. 1-30B 
in (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014; Mikolov et 
al. 2013). Secondly, the target representation dimension 
we use is 40 vs. 100-600 in (Pennington, Socher, and 
Manning 2014; Mikolov et al. 2013). Therefore, we 
believe that the performance of our models can be im-
proved significantly by increasing the representation 
dimension as well as the amount of training data. Recall 
that our main goal is to show that BSG is an effective 
word embedding method and provides competitive re-
sults when compared to the SG method. 
6   Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced the BSG algorithm that is 
based on a VB solution to the SG objective. We provide 
the mathematical derivation of the proposed solution as 
well as step by step algorithm that is straightforward to 
implement. Furthermore, we propose several density 
based similarities measures. We demonstrate the appli-
cation of BSG on various linguistic datasets and present 
experimental results that show BSG and SG are com-
petitive. 
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